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Abstract 
Sugihara, M., Y. Oyanagi, M. Mori and S. Fujino, On the efficiency of a SOR-like method suited to vector 
processors, Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 35 (1991) 33-51. 
A simple implementation on vector processors of the SOR method for solving a linear system of equations 
arising from the discretization of partial differential equations changes the SOR method into another, which, 
though, looks like the SOR method. In this paper, the efficiency of this SOR-like method (pseudo-SOR method) 
is investigated. For the Poisson equation in a rectangular region, in both five-point and nine-point discretization, 
we prove analytically that the optimal acceleration parameter is smaller and the optimal convergence rate is 
lower in the pseudo-SOR method. Comparison on several vector computers was made between the SOR method 
vectorized with the hyperplane technique and the pseudo-SOR method. It turned out that the hyperplane SOR 
is superior to the pseudo-SOR method although the latter is easily vectorizable on vector processors. We also 
tested an example of the Poisson equation discretized in curved coordinates in a region bounded by two 
eccentric circles and found numerically that the optimal acceleration parameter becomes small and the 
convergence becomes slow in the pseudo-SOR method, while the optimal acceleration parameter in the SOR 
method does not change appreciably. The genuine SOR method is superior to the pseudo-SOR method. 
Keyword: SOR, vector computer, acceleration parameter, hyperplane method. 
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1. Introduction 
Various vectorization techniques have been proposed to improve the computational speed on 
vector processors. The essential ingredients are to remove recursion in loops and to make the 
vector length as long as possible. We will consider the vectorization of the SOR (Successive 
OverRelaxation) method for two-dimensional partial differential equations. 
The following discussion holds for general linear second-order elliptic partial differential 
equations. For simplicity, however, we will start with the Poisson equation in a rectangular 
region g= {(x, v) 10 <x < 1,O <y < l}, 
*u=~+a’u=O on9 
ax2 a_$ 
9 4x, Y> = rc/b, Y) on a3 
Discretization of the second derivatives of (1) by five-point or nine-point finite differences on an 
(N + 1) x (N + 1)-grid with grid spacing h = l/N leads to a set of linear equations: 
Kt,, + ui+l,j+ V,j-1 + V,/+l - 4Q,j= O (2) 
or 
4(Cl,j + L/j+l,j + q,j-1 + I/j,j+l) + V+l,j-1 + V+l,j+l + V-l,,-, + Kl,j+l 
- 2oq., j = 0 (3) 
for i, j = 1, 2,. . . , N - 1, which form a system of linear equations for the solution vector U. 
Equations (2) and (3) can be solved with the popular SOR method. We will show here a 
program for the five-point case: 
DO 10 J=l, N-l 
DO 20 I=l, N-l 
U(1, J)=U(I, J)+OMEGA*(O.25*(U(I, J-l)+U(I, J+l)+U(I-1, J) 
+uc1+1, J))-U(1, J)) 
20 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE 
Here, OMEGA(w) is the acceleration parameter. Running with i and j from 1 to N - 1, two 
neighboring grid points of (i, j), (i - 1, j) and (i, j - 1) have already been updated, so that q, j 
is computed with these new values and old values of q.,,,, and Uj, j+l. The SOR method, 
therefore, is recursive in both i- and j-direction. This data dependency makes this loop hard to 
be vectorized. 
There are some well-known techniques to vectorize the SOR method [9]. We will consider here 
a so-called hyperplane method [7], which essentially reorders the numbering of the lattice points 
without changing the algorithm. The program will be as follows: 
DO 10 K=2, 2*(N-1) 
*VOPTION NODEP(U) 
DO 20 J=MAX(l, K+l-N), MIN(N-1, K-l) 
I=K-J 
U(1, J)=U(I, J)+OMEGA*(O.25*(U(I, J-l)+U(I, J+l)+lJ(I-1, J) 
+lJ(1+1, J))-U(1, J)) 
20 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE 
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This program is mathematically equivalent to the SOR method. The inner loop has no recursion 
and the access to the array U is with only constant strides. However the hyperplane SOR method 
involves a short average vector length ( N - 1)*/(2N - 3) = +N, and ordinary vectorizing com- 
pilers cannot recognize that there are no data dependencies, so that we have to insert a directive, 
*VOPTION in this example, to the compiler. For some vector computers, access with stride more 
than one may cause a decrease in the data transfer rate from memory to vector registers and 
shorter vector length may increase relative start-up time. Nine-point discretization can also be 
processed by a hyperplane method, but with average vector length = f N. 
A more naive implementation of this loop on a vector processor is to modify the program as 
DO 10 J=l, N-l 
DO 20 I=l, N-l 
V(I)=U(I, J)+OMEGA*(0.25*(U(I, J-l)+U(I, J+l)+U(I-1, J) 
+uc1+1, J))-U(I, J)) 
20 CONTINUE 
DO 30 1=1, N-l 
30 U(I, J)=V(I) 
10 CONTINUE 
In this program the data dependency in the SOR method is removed so that the loops can be 
successfully vectorized. The program involves only stride-one access to the memory. Obviously 
this is a different algorithm, since q-r,, on the right-hand side comes from the old iteration level 
in contrast to the SOR method. We will call it the pseudo-SOR method. The pseudo-SOR method 
is sometimes used [2-5,8] as a simple vectorization technique in computational fluid dynamics. 
In the next section, the optimal acceleration parameter o and the rate of convergence of the 
two methods for five-point discretization are discussed. Similar arguments for nine-point 
discretization are given in Section 3. Numerical results on various vector processors are shown in 
Section 4, including one for curvilinear coordinates. In Section 5, we will conclude that the 
hyperplane SOR is superior to the pseudo-SOR method. 
2. Comparison of SOR and pseudo-SOR methods for five-point discretization 
2.1. Matrix formulation 
Equation (2) forms a system of linear equations with matrix A, for the solution vector u. If we 
order the elements in the solution vector lexicographically as 
(u 1.1) ~1.2,...,UI,N-1, u2.1, ~*,2,~~~~~*.N~1,.~~,~~-l,N-l L 
the coefficient matrix A, is: 
A, = (4 
36 
with 
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1 -$ 0’ i -a 
-a 1 -$ -$ 
B, = > c, = -a 
0 -a I/ ,o 
The iteration in the SOR method is written as usual, 
U(m+l) =~;oRU(m) + b’ = (I- WL;oR)-l((l - a)1 + ,QsoR) #) + b’, 
where 
~soR _ 
5 - 
and 
-Bs” 0 
-C, -B,” 
0 -C, -B,” 
\ 
, B;= 
I 
@OR = ( LyyT. 
On the other hand, the iteration in the pseudo-SOR method is formulated: 
u(~+~)=~~-SORU(m)+b”=(~-O~~-SOR)-l((l --)~+O~5~-SoR)U(m)+b”, 
5 
where 
/ 0 0' 
LP-SOR = 
-c, 0 
5 2 
0 . -c, 0 
and 
QP-SOR = 
(-B;-B;) 
(-~j5$J) -c, 
0 
(-B:- B,U) 
0 (-~ic,B:,) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
00) 
, 
(11) 
with B," =(B:)T. 
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Fig. 1. Spectral radii of Z:OR( w) and 2~mSoR(~). 
2.2. Acceleration parameter w and the spectral radius 
The order of convergence of (6) and (9) is determined by the spectral radius of L?5soR and 
.Z5p-SoR, respectively. As an illustration, p( P”‘““) and p( Y5p-SoR) are numerically estimated for 
N = 6 and shown in Fig. 1. The result shows: 
(1) The optimal acceleration parameter q,rt for the pseudo-SOR method is substantially 
smaller than that for the SOR method. 
(2) The rate of convergence of the pseudo-SOR method using the optimal acceleration 
parameter is worse than that of the SOR method. 
(3) The region of the acceleration parameter which ensures the convergence of the iteration is 
narrower for the pseudo-SOR method. 
In the next subsection, we will generalize the results to arbitrary N. 
2.3. Analytic determination of the optimal acceleration parameter 
methods 
The optimal acceleration parameter of the SOR method for 
spectral radius is given in [ll]: 
7 
0 
Opt= 1 + sin;n/N) ’ 
Asymptotically, 
of the SOR and the pseudo-SOR 
our case and the corresponding 
h oP* = P(-405SOR(w,,,,) = aopt - 1. 
w op,=2-~+o + ) 
i 1 A,,= l-$+0-& i 1 
(12) 
03) 
On the other hand, we will show later that the optimal acceleration parameter for the 
pseudo-SOR method aopt and the corresponding spectral radius Xopt are given as the solution of 
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the following equation with respect to w and A: 
i 
1-(l+cos(~))W-A= -tcos(+K 
A=(1+fcos($))w-1. 
The asymptotic estimates are: 
w 
opt 
=; - $(+)2+o(-$j, ,,pt=l-(;)2+o(~j. (15) 
We note that the optimal spectral radius Aopt approaches unity 
while in 0( N-‘) in the pseudo-SOR method. The observation 
subsection also applies to large N. 
In order to derive (14), we will find all the eigenvalues of 
equation. We note the following equality holds: 
det( .JZ~-SoR( w) - XI) 
in 0( N-l) in the SOR method, 
for N = 6 given in the previous 
2!5r’soR by solving the secular 
= det[( I - wL,P~~~~)-~((~ - w)l+ &J5p~soR) - Al) 
= (det( I - uLSpmSoR ))-’ det((1 - w - A)I+ XuLBSoR + di5p-soR). 
We only have to solve the equation 
det((1 - w - A) I + XWLpSoR + dpOR> = 0. 
The matrix in the parenthesis is a block triangular matrix: 
06) 
07) 
IE F 0’ 
XF E F 
3 
0 . XE. E, 
N - lblocks 
with 
‘1-U-A $J 0 
\ 
$J 1-0-X &J 
E= and F= ad. 
$J 1-w-h +ti 
\ 0 $d 1-w-X) 
N - 1 elements 
We will show the following lemma. 
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Lemma 1. Let B and C be square matrices of order n; the following identity holds: 
‘B C o\ ‘B fiC 0 
hC B C 6iC B &C 
det . . . . ’ . = det 
Xc B’ C 6; B’ &C 
, 0 XC B, \ 0 fiC B 
m blocks 
= ]f! det(B + 6, fiC), 
Proof. Since the first equality is self-evident, we will prove the second one. The following matrix 
of order m with diagonal elements null is diagonalized by an orthogonal matrix P: 
0 
A= . . *. . . = PAP-‘, (19) 
where A is 
notations of 
1 0 1 
0 1 0 I 
the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements ?I,, . . . , a,,,. Noting (19) and using 
tensor products and their properties (see, e.g., [l]), we get the following equalities: 
B AC 0 \ 
=(P@Z)(I@B+A@&C)(P-‘@I). 
Taking the determinants on the above equalities, we obtain (18). q 
(20) 
We apply this lemma to (17) and find that the equation is equivalent to the system of 
equations 
det(E+S,fiFj=O, 
for j = 1,. _ _ , N - 1. Since E + ajfi F is again a tridiagonal matrix, applying this lemma again, 
we find that (17) is equivalent to the system of equations for X: 
l-(l++&)~.~h=&?,&~, j=l,..., N-l, k=l,..., N-l. (21) 
The following proposition holds. 
Proposition 2. The absolute value of the solutions of (21) is smaller than or equal to 
. the largest absolute value of the solutions for 1 - (1 - i cos( T/N )) w - X = - $ cos( a/N )A o, or 
. ](l + + COS(.TT/N))W - l]. 
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Fig. 2. Parabolas t_pfi and lines (1 - (YW - X)/w with 
6J -C WI, w = w1 and w > q. 
Fig. 3. Line (1 - CYW - X)/w and parabolas +/?fi for 
PI < P*. 
If this proposition is proved, it is straightforward to show that w,,,~ is given as the solution of 
(15). 
Proof. Equation (21) can be expressed as the family of quadratic equations for A, 
l-(YO-A = 
w *PK 
witha>p>O. (22) 
Obviously we can confine ourselves to the case where 0 < w < w2 = 2/( cx - /a2 - /3’ ), because 
otherwise the equation has a solution which is greater than one. We will first discuss the case for 
p > 0. Figure 2 shows that (22) has two real solutions for 0 < w < w and two complex solutions 
for oi c w with the absolute value aw - 1, where oi = 2/(a + de). For real solutions, the (Y 
Fig. 4. Parabolas +&,fi and lines (1 - cxw - h)/w for 
cq < a2. 
0.0 -I ! SW 
I.0 1.5 2.0 
relaxation factor 
Fig. 5. Spectral radii of ZtoR( o) and dpgp-SoR( w). 
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Table 1 
st and L, for five-point discretization 
SOR method 
%pt x OPl %pt h opt 
N=6 1.33333 0.33333 1.23431 0.76878 
N=lO 1.52786 0.52786 1.29285 0.90764 
N=20 1.72945 0.72945 1.32259 0.97584 
N=50 1.88183 0.88183 1.33158 0.99606 
N=lOO 1.93909 0.93909 1.33289 0.99901 
N = 1000 1.99373 0.99373 1.33332 0.99999 
Pseudo-SOR method 
larger one monotonically decreases as w increases and the absolute value of complex solutions 
increases as w increases. 
It can easily be understood that the absolute value of the complex solution of (22) is smaller 
than or equal to (1 + a 2 cos( ?r/N)) w - 1, where 2 cos( 7/N) is the maximum value of 6,. 
Let us consider the real solutions. Figure 3 shows the curves for two sets of equations with the 
same (Y and different p, & > pi. If the equation with & has real solutions, the equation with & 
has also real solutions whose larger value is greater than that for &. Figure 4 shows the curves 
for two sets of equations with the same p and different (Y, CX* > (pi. It can easily be seen that, if 
the equation with (Ye has real solutions, the equation with (pi has also real solutions whose larger 
value is greater than that for (Ye. 
From these observations the absolute value of the real solution for (22) is always smaller than 
or equal to the larger solution for (22) with the smallest (Y and the largest /3. The real solution of 
(21) is no greater than the larger solution of 
l- 
( 
1-tcos 5 o-h= -:cos(~)&. 
( 11 
This completes the proof for p > 0. 
If p = 0, (22) . 1s a linear equation. The same arguments hold if real and complex solutions are 
understood as positive and negative solutions, respectively. 0 
The numerical results of aopt and Aopt are shown in Table 1. 
3. Comparison of SOR and pseudo-SOR methods for nine-point discretization 
It this section we will analyze the SOR and pseudo-SOR method for the nine-point discretiza- 
tion of the Poisson equation (3). In the SOR method, q,, is computed with four new values 
u r-l,j, V-i,j-19 ri.j-l and q.,j+l' while in the pseudo-SOR method three new values 
u r--l,j-13 V.j-1 and Ul,,+l are used, so that we expect the degradation in using pseudo-SOR 
method may not be as large as in the five-point discretization. 
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3.1. Matrix formulation 
For the nine-point discretization, the linear equation is described in the matrix form, 
I 
4 C, 0 
C, 4 C, 
A,u = b, 
with 
/ 1 
- 
B9 = 
\ 0 
A,= ‘. -. ‘. 
C, B, C, 
\ 0 c9 B9 
-4 0 I 
1 -+ 
3 (23) 
9 c, = 
i 
- 
-$ 1) 0 
We note that C, is not a diagonal matrix in contrast to C,. The iteration in the SOR method is 
&“+I) =_~psoQ(m) + b’ = (I- ,,&oR)-l((l - + + WUVsoR) u(m) + b’, 
9 (25) 
where 
(-B,L 0 
-C, -B,L 
LSOR _ 
9 - 
-C, -B; 
,o -C, -B; 
and 
,r~soR = ( L;OR)~_ 
9 
\ 
, B,L= 
/ 
I 0 0' 
-+ 0 
3 
\ 0 -+ 0, 
(26) 
(27) 
On the other hand, the iteration of the pseudo-SOR method for nine-point discretization is 
formulated in the same way as for five-point discretization, 
@+I) =qSORU(m) + b” = (I_ ,LgSoR) -l((l - ‘,,)I + &$‘-SoR)~(m) + b”, (28) 
where 
LP-SOR = 
9 
0 0 
-c, 0 
-c, 0 
0 -c, 0 
> (29) 
and 
~P-SOR = 
\ 
-B,L- B,U 
0 
3.2. Acceleration parameter w and the spectral radius 
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-B,L- B,U - C9 
-B;-Bt -C, 
- 
0 
- c9 
B; - B,U 
43 
(30) 
First we estimated numerically the spectral radia of Z:OR (w) and Z$soR( w) for N = 6. The 
results are shown in Fig. 5. The same statements hold as in Section 2.2. Although three new 
values are used to update q,j, the pseudo-SOR method is considerably inefficient. We will 
discuss the convergence of these two methods for general N. 
3.3. Analytic determination of the optimal acceleration parameter of the SOR and the pseudo-SOR 
methods 
In a similar manner to the five-point case, we have to solve det((1 - w - h)l + AaLgoR + 
OUSTS) = 0, to obtain the eigenvalues of 9toR. Using Lemma 1 twice, the problem is reduced to 
a set of equations, 
1 - w -x - :s,,JT; - :G,wJjh - $,fi)(l - +8/X) = 0, (31) 
for j= l,..., N- 1, k= l,..., N - 1. Based on our numerical experience, we conjecture that the 
optimal acceleration parameter mopt is given by the w for which the largest real solution 
coincides with the absolute value of the complex solution of the quartic equation with respect to 
A, 
(1 - w - A)4 - 2a2(8 + iP)( +w)2x(1 - w - X)’ + P( $0)4 
+ 1664(~o)3h(A + l)(l - w-A)-4S6(+X(h+1))2=0, 6=2cos $ . 
i 1 (32) 
Assuming this conjecture, we calculated mop, and X,,, numerically for N G 1000 and found an 
approximate formula: 
6.63 
w opt=2- -37’ 
5.61 
hopt=l- 7. (33) 
On the other hand, in a similar manner to the five-point case, the optimal acceleration 
parameter and the corresponding spectral radius for the pseudo-SOR method are determined in 
terms of the set of equations: 
I- l- j,,s ; w-x= -;cos(~)(2+cos(~))~, 
( i 1) 
A= l-$os$ 
( ( 11 
w-l. (34) 
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Table 2 
aopt and L,,, for nine-point discretization 
SOR method 
%l)t 
Pseudo-SOR method 
%t x ODt 
N=6 1.31393 0.37071 1.26184 0.69896 
N=lO 1.50902 0.56335 1.35459 0.86991 
N= 20 1.71627 0.75377 1.40799 0.96425 
N=50 1.87542 0.89351 1.42517 0.99411 
N=lOO 1.93567 0.94529 1.42772 0.99852 
N=lOOO 1.99337 0.99439 1.42856 0.99999 
The values for N = 6, 10, 20 are based on “numerical experiments” while others are on “conjecture” described in the 
text. 
Asymptotically, 
w opt = 7 lo - g$J2+0(+J, X,,,=l- ;(;)2+0(-$). (35) 
Table 2 shows the numerical values for aopt and hopt. We can see that the optimal acceleration 
parameter for the pseudo-SOR method is substantially smaller than that for the SOR method 
and the rate of convergence of the pseudo-SOR method using the optimal acceleration parameter 
is worse than that of the SOR method. 
4. Numerical results on vector processors 
We have seen that the pseudo-SOR method is inferior to the original SOR method in terms of 
the convergence ratio for both five-point and nine-point discretization, while the former method 
requires more iterations than the latter. On the other hand, the pseudo-SOR method is very well 
suited to vector supercomputers, since it involves only stride-one access and has longer vector 
length than the hyperplane SOR. We will implement those methods on various supercomputers 
and compare the CPU-time for solving the problem. 
4.1. Dirichlet problem on a rectangular mesh 
As an example, we will consider a Dirichlet problem on the unit square with the following 
boundary conditions: 
u(0, y)=o, U(L _Y)=o, O<y<l, 
u(x, 0) = 0, u(x, 1) = 0.5 - 1 x - 0.5 1) O<x<l. 
4.1.1. Numerical verification of tiOPt for N = 6 
As a numerical test, we discretized the square by six in one direction (N = 6) and solved the 
equation. We show in Figs. 6-9 the behavior of convergence for the SOR method and the 
pseudo-SOR method for both five-point and nine-point discretizations in terms of the L,-norm 
of the residual vector. The initial vector u(O) is a zero-vector. The calculations were performed in 
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7 residual 
31 
~~_=l.~ 
cl = w = 1.1 -1 u’ 1.3 
0 50 
Number of iterations 
; * 
~~~~~ 
0 
0 50 
Number of iterations 
(4 w 
Fig. 6. Convergence behavior of the SOR method with five-point discretization. 
+ residual 
0 
-4 
= 1.5 
= 1.4 
= 1.3 
Number of iterations Number of iterations 
(4 04 
Fig. 7. Convergence behavior of the pseudo-SOR method with five-point discretization. 
7 residual 7 residual 03 
“3 
33 
-j 
0 50 0 50 
Number of iterations Number of iterations 
(a> (b) 
Fig. 8. Convergence behavior of the SOR method with nine-point discretization. 
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residual 
residual 
w = 1.9 w = 1.8 
w = 1.6 
w = 1.4 
w = 1.3 
0 50 0 50 
Number of iterations Number of iterations 
(4 (b) 
Fig. 9. Convergence behavior of the pseudo-SOR method with nine-point discretization. 
double precision. Figures (a) are for w < aopt and (b) for w > aopt. The theoretical optimal 
acceleration parameters aopt for N = 6 are given in Table 1. These figures show that the 
predicted aopt is actually optimal. 
4.1.2. Performance on vector computers 
In order to make a realistic evaluation, we have tested the same problem with more grid points 
and measured the performance on various vector supercomputers. We only applied the five-point 
discretization. We tested ten cases with N = 45, 63, 77, 89, 99, 109, 119, 127, 135, 141. The 
acceleration parameter is fixed on the theoretical optimal value. The initial vector is null and the 
computations were done in double precision. The convergence criterion is that the &-norm of 
the residual is less than 10p6. The computers used are, 
Vendor Model Max. speed 
(a) Fujitsu VP-200 570 MFLOPS 
(b) Fujitsu VP400E 1700 MFLOPS 
(c) Hitachi S-820/80 2000 MFLOPS 
(d) NEC sx-2 1300 MFLOPS 
(e) Convex C-l(XP) 20 MFLOPS 
(f) Ardent TITAN 16 MFLOPS 
(g) Stellar GSlOOO 40 MFLOPS 
The CPU-time spent till the convergence is shown in Fig. 10 as a function of the number of grid 
points. The hyperplane vectorized SOR is superior to the pseudo-SOR for all the supercomputers 
tested here. 
4.2. Dirichlet problem on a curved mesh 
In general curved coordinates (5, q), the Laplacian contains a cross term a*u/ag a~, which is 
discretized in terms of (U;+i,j+l + Ui_,,j_l - Ui_ i, j+l), so that the discretized equation is a 
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(a) VP-200 (h) L.P-400E (c)S-820/80 (d)SX-2 
200 200 200 
I /I I 1 I 
0 
hyperplane 
10’ 2X10’ 10’ 2X10’ 
(e)C-l(XP) (f)TITAN (g)GSlOOO 
Fig. 10. Comparison of the CPU-time on several vector computers (five-point discretization). The horizontal axis is the 
number of grid points and the vertical axis is the CPU-time in seconds. 
Fig. 11. The domain for analysis. 
(a) VP-200 (b) VP-400E (c)S-820/80 (d) SX-2 
(e)C-l(XP) (f)TrrAN (g)GSlOOO 
Fig. 12. Comparison of the CPU-time on several vector computers (nine-point discretization in curved mesh). 
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Fig. 13. The domain for analysis. 
nine-point difference formula in general [lo]. We test here two cases: (a) where the numbers of 
grid points in two dimensions are the same, and (b) where the number of grid points in the 
horizontal direction is larger than the one in the vertical direction. 
(a) The domain is shown in Fig. 11. The boundary values are 20 on the top, 50 on the bottom 
and have interpolated values on the right and left sides. The grid points are 462, 622, 7g2, 902, 
1022, llO*, 11g2, 1262, 1342, 1422. The initial value is all 0 and the convergence condition is that 
the L,-norm of the residual vector be less than 10w6. Since the optimal acceleration parameter is 
not known theoretically, we searched the optimal one, with steplength 0.02. The CPU-time for 
the SOR and pseudo-SOR methods is shown in Fig. 12. The hyperplane vectorized SOR method 
is much faster than the pseudo-SOR method even in the nine-point discretization. 
(b) In this case a horizontally long domain with curved boundaries is treated (Fig. 13). We 
tested three types of grids, 40 x 82, 40 X 162, 40 x 322. Other conditions are the same as in (a). 
Table 3 shows the CPU-time for VP-200 and S-820/80. Although a long vector length is 
favorable for the pseudo-SOR method, the result in this table indicates the larger the number of 
grid points, the faster the hyperplane SOR method as compared to the pseudo-SOR method. 
4.3. Mixed boundary problem on a circular mesh 
In this subsection we will discuss the Poisson equation 
a2u a2u 
2 + G = -2sin(x)sin(y) 
in regions bounded by two eccentric circles, as shown in Fig. 14. We tested six kinds of grid with 
different eccentricity and concentricity [6]. Such grids are used in calculating the stream around a 
circular cylinder. Two kinds of boundary conditions are assumed: (a) Dirichlet condition on all 
Table 3 
CPU-time in seconds for the optimal acceleration 
Grid VP-200 
40x82 40 x 162 
S-820/80 
40 x 322 40x82 40 x 162 40 x 322 
Pseudo-SOR 0.49 2.55 17.2 0.17 0.82 9.08 
Hyperplane SOR 0.27 0.72 3.29 0.08 0.27 1.69 
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(b) 
Fig. 14. The grid systems of eccentric double circles. 
boundaries, and (b) Dirichlet on the inner boundary and Neumann on the outer boundary. The 
size of the grid is 16 x 50 (r-direction, respectively a-direction). The analytic solution is 
u = sin(x)s 
The optimal acceleration parameter and the corresponding spectral radius are searched 
numerically, with steplength 0.02. The results are shown in Table 4 for the six kinds of grid in 
Fig. 14. The optimal acceleration parameters in the hyperplane SOR method are stable for both 
Dirichlet and mixed conditions with respect to the eccentricity, while those in the pseudo-SOR 
method change appreciably. In the case of the hyperplane SOR method, the optimal acceleration 
Table 4 
%pt and POPI for an eccentric double circle 
Mesh Pseudo-SOR Hyperplane SOR 
%pt POP1 *opt P0,t 
Fig. 14(a) 1.22 0.971 1.68 0.720 
Fig. 14(b) 1.12 0.971 1.70 0.717 
Fig. 14(c) 1.00 0.977 1.70 0.782 
Fig. 14(d) 1.20 0.970 1.68 0.720 
Fig. 14(e) 1.14 0.975 1.72 0.766 
Fig. 14(f) 1.02 0.975 1.72 0.766 
Dirichlet condition on both boundaries. 
Pseudo-SOR 
%pt PO&% 
1.26 0.991 
Hyperplane SOR 
%pt P0pt 
1.84 0.840 
1.16 0.993 1.88 
1.02 0.994 1.82 
1.26 0.998 1.88 
1.16 0.998 1.88 
1.00 0.997 1.80 
Mixed boundary conditions. 
0.856 
0.953 
0.900 
0.913 
0.924 
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Number of iterations / 
‘OOo.9 1, , 1.0 1 1.1 1,
1.2 1.3 
acceleration parameter 
Number of iterations 
L 1,, 
2%60 1.70 1.60 
acceleration parameter 
Fig. 15. The number of iterations needed for convergence as a function of the acceleration parameter for pseudo-SOR 
(upper part) and hyperplane SOR (lower part) method. The boundary condition is Dirichlet and the grid systems are 
(a), (b) and (c) in Fig. 14. 
parameter for the mixed condition is larger by 0.12-0.18 than that for the Dirichlet condition, 
while in the case of the pseudo-SOR method, there is no difference. 
Moreover, the spectral radius for the optimal acceleration parameter for the mixed condition 
is larger than that for the Dirichlet condition. Especially, the spectral radius for the pseudo-SOR 
method is nearly 1.0, the convergence limit. Figure 15 shows the numbers of iterations for 
different acceleration parameters. It is to be noted that the pseudo-SOR method is very critical, 
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in the sense that an acceleration parameter slightly larger than the optimal values may cause 
divergence of the iteration. On the other hand, the convergence region for the hyperplane SOR 
method is large. 
5. Conclusion 
We have analyzed both theoretically and numerically the performance of the genuine SOR 
and pseudo-SOR. Our observation is as follows. 
(1) For the rectangular region, in both five-point and nine-point discretization, the asymptotic 
convergence rate is 1 - C/N for the SOR method, while 1 - C’/N2 for the pseudo-SOR 
method. Although the latter is easily vectorizable, the overall efficiency of the former is higher. 
(2) Even when the aspect ratio of the grid is large, which case is favorable for the pseudo-SOR 
method, this method is inferior to the hyperplane SOR method. 
(3) IN the curved mesh discussed here: 
(a) As the eccentricity increases, the optimal acceleration parameter becomes small and the 
spectral radius approaches unity in the pseudo-SOR method. On the other hand, the optimal 
acceleration parameter in the hyperplane SOR does not change appreciably. 
(b) In the pseudo-SOR method, an acceleration parameter slightly larger than the optimal 
value may cause divergence. 
(c) When the outer boundary has the Neumann condition, the spectral radius for the 
pseudo-SOR method is nearly unity. 
We conclude that the pseudo-SOR method is less than the genuine SOR method in efficiency 
on vector supercomputers, although the former is easily vectorizable with unit stride. The rate of 
convergence should be most respected in the vectorization of an algorithm. 
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